Development Program

Grundles On

This story is the first in a four-part series on the present state and future plans of the development program.

Next buildings to be completed in Caltech's development program are Alles, Sloan, Keck, and Gordon houses. Work on the Campbell Plant Research Laboratory is already finished, and a dedication will be tentatively scheduled for May 18.

Alles is expected to be finished in May. Designed by the Physical Plant Department, it will house research in biophysics, biochemistry, psychophysics and virology.

NEW COURT YARD

In the forecourt, facing Wilson Street, there will be tables and benches shaded by trellis-climbing wisteria vines, and a pond is to be set in the court's center.

Sloan is also nearing completion and it is expected that the math and physics departments will begin moving in by mid-summer. The top three floors of the building will house offices, while the mathematics department, which will turn over its old quarters in the end of the year to the biologists. The first basement will be devoted to theoretical physics, and the sub-basement will contain cryogenics laboratories integrated into the work in Kellogg.

ANOTHER ACCELERATOR

The accelerator, designed to carry out research on the 16-million- volt ion level, will be at sub-basement level.

Keck Engineering Laboratories are to be finished in September. Work in hydrodynamics is now being done in the lower floors, and a 2-million-volt underground accelerator for use in the study of materials will be located at the north end.

Upper levels are designated for offices and classrooms in environmental engineering.

MORE STEAM TUNNELS

The piping trench in front of West Bridge is to be extended as the steam tunnel system connecting the two main tunnels under the northern and southern sections of the campus. An additional pipe will probably pass over it later as part of the library project.

Construction work on the new steam tunnels will be finished by the first of August, under a $35,000 contract. After that, they will have to be furnished and outfitted, and the boiler room has already been hired and trained. There seems little doubt that they will be ready for occupancy in the fall, and the administration is very hopeful of having donors and names for all three new houses by that time.

The ASCIT Executive Committee, the ASCIT Educational Policies Committee, and Students’ Day Chairman were appointed by the Board of Directors Monday evening.

The new members of the policy-forming Executive Committee are Bill Bauer, David Howie, Larry Lerman, Bob Koh, Cleave Moler and Clyde Sminke. Doug Shaefer and Lance Taylor were appointed associate members of the committee.

Nine men were appointed to the ASCIT Educational Policies Committee. They are: Henry Abarband, Steve Caline, Kent Frewing, Dave Kubrin, Chuck Raday, John Shembot, John Storoom, Lance Taylor, and Bruce Utlich.

Jim Blackman was appointed Big Train News Manager, and Harold Stark was appointed Students’ Day Chairman.

Action on other ASCIT appointments was promised for next week’s application.

Action Brings Socialist Dobbs To Tech May 3

As its first effort to bring varied interests and viewpoints to the Caltech campus, the Action Committee to Investigate Outside News is going to bring Mr. Farrell Dobbs to Dalney Lounge on Tuesday, May 3. Dobbs is the Socialist Workers’ Party’s candidate for the Presidency in 1960.

Dobbs’ party is one of the three branches of the Socialist movement in the United States, the other two being the Socialist Party and the Socialist Labor Party. Farrell Dobbs has been his party’s candidate four times previously, polling nearly 8,000 votes in the 1936 race. Dobbs has stood for such things as more housing projects, better school facilities and a stronger civil rights platform.

He would like to see better opportunity for the workers in what he calls “the class struggle in the United States.”

Mr. Dobbs has just returned from a three-week visit to Cuba and that country, he said, is “the only Presidential candidate to support the Cuban revolution.”

The Action Committee brings Mr. Dobbs as part of its program, but does not necessarily endorse or approve of any opinion expressed by him, nor will ACTION be responsible for any partisan propaganda released or distributed in connection with his visit.

Frosh-Soph Dance

Set Tomorrow

With decorations to highlight the theme of “Pink Champagne,” the annual Frosh-Soph Hop will be held tomorrow night from 8:30 to 12:00 p.m. in Dalney Lounge. Venne Royer and his orchestra, accompanied by a female vocalist, will play for the dance.

To decorate for the dance, a work party will be held tonight in the Lounge. All freshmen and sophomores— with dates — are invited. The party will begin at 8:30 and last until . . .

The ARCST Executive Committee, the ARCST Educational Policies Committee, and Students’ Day Chairman were appointed by the Board of Directors Monday evening.

The new members of the policy-forming Executive Committee are Bill Bauer, David Howie, Larry Lerman, Bob Koh, Cleave Moler and Clyde Sminke. Doug Shaefer and Lance Taylor were appointed associate members of the committee.

Nine men were appointed to the ARCST Educational Policies Committee. They are: Henry Abarband, Steve Caline, Kent Frewing, Dave Kubrin, Chuck Raday, John Shembot, John Storoom, Lance Taylor, and Bruce Utlich.

Jim Blackman was appointed Big Train News Manager, and Harold Stark was appointed Students’ Day Chairman.

Action on other ARCST appointments was promised for next week’s application.

Camp-Counselor Names Revealed

Thirty-one freshmen have been assigned to the new Student Camp. The selection of the student-faculty committee members was announced by Foster Strong, Dean of Freshmen.


Critical Theologian

John Otwell To Visit May 2-4

Dr. John H. Ottwell, Professor of Philosophy and Theology at the Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley, will visit the Cal Tech campus for a series of lectures and seminars on May 2, 3, and 4.

Dr. Ottwell will be of interest to most Caltech men. Formerly an atheist, he entered the ministry and has become a leading theologian. He announced, “With Standing On,” describes the variety of views which individual Christians are able to find their beliefs, emphasizing the possibility of rational faith in the modern world.

Dr. Ottwell is an outspoken critic of the institutional church who feels that the best criticism is leveled from within. He currently is involved in a public controversy with Episcopal Bishop Bishop Pikes of San Francisco concerning the ordination of a Methodist minister by the bishop.

His present research includes investigating and evaluating the methods used in the critical study of the Old Testament, seeking to determine the presence or absence of any correlation between philosophical problems in individual contexts and the kind of data yielded by the application of such methods.

Highlights of Dr. Ottwell’s visit include two public lectures in Neureman Hall and on Wednesdays evenings at 7:30. The topics are "Theologians in Conflict" and "Theology and Modern Man." He will lecture on "Ground to Stand On." "Ground to Stand On." Monday evening, entitled "Ground to Stand On." Monday evening, entitled "Ground to Stand On." The following evening, entitled "Ground to Stand On." Thursday evening, entitled "Ground to Stand On."

Tuesday from 2:00 to 3:30 in the YMCA Lounge. Dr. Ottwell will conduct a seminar for all interested students concerning "Logic in Science and Religion."
The body that administers and sanctions Caltech's cherished Board of Control Honor System is not fit to do so. The Board of Control seriously mishandled the squawking too much.

The primary reason for the Board's failure is that 20-year-old students, especially Caltech students, do not possess an enough judgment to compete with others. Few enough agonies of these things need to be done more than enough to be entrusted with the Board's responsibilities.

For years Caltech students have been accusing themselves of lacking social and emotional maturity, it is ironic that in spite of this, they trust themselves with a job that requires these very traits. In fact, they trust themselves to choose the members of the Board, who are clearly not amply popularly contested.

The Board of Control is not a select group of specially endowed jurors, but is just Tech's high school of the rest. Most of the eight members elected from the classes are nice guys, worthy, while to know, yet few are among the real leaders of their respective class. In fact, many truly able people don't run for the BOC, because of some of their own shortcomings in evaluating other people.

Most of these board members cannot even express opinions on Honor System problems. At the open meetings of the Board, it was interesting to note that eight of the eleven board members, and even more than half of those members who gravitated a bit to discussion, and that the meetings were really lectures by Tobben and Jovin, the only men who seemed to know enough about this topic to say something interesting. When asked specific questions about the master key issue, the BOC members could not even give the eight of the eleven board members, and even more than half of the members, the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that the BOC members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.

The truth is that many Board members don't apply them at all. According to many people who have served on the Board, the BOC is usually directed by two or three of its members, with the rest contributing little but their votes. Thus a person absolutely incapable of making competent Board decisions could still hold the BOC and the Board could not be expected to apply these concepts competently.
Board Members Defend BOC Against Objections

BY BILL BAUER and CLYDE ZAIDINS

This week’s article questioning the present structure of the Board of Control should certainly be read thoroughly and given much thought. No legislative or judicial body is so sacred that it cannot be criticized, and such criticism gives an opportunity for inspection and defense of our Honor System.

The appearance of this article reflects an attitude in the Student Body which emphasizes the BOC above the Honor System itself. Caltech is a society based upon mutual trust. We should examine our acts, not in the light of what the BOC might do, but rather of what the effect is upon those who share our academic community.

Many of us have grown rather lax in such areas as not returning books to the library, not reporting breakage, not turning in tests on time, and in other similar “fringe areas” in which we take advantage of others, both fellow students and the institution, without giving much thought to the consequences.

When we start to consider all our actions with respect to the BOC, then we no longer have an Honor System. Ideally there should be a BOC at all, but realistically we know that no matter how highly selected are a group of people, there are going to be individuals who do not respect others or themselves sufficiently well to abide by certain fundamental rules of honesty. When the Board of Control is to deal with these few.

And a basic fact to remember is that the decisions of the BOC serve only as recommendations to the Deans.

The BOC has been established in its present form for a long time. This alone does not necessarily justify its continuation, but throughout this period the record shows that the BOC has functioned with a high degree of excellence.

It should be understood that there are two types of decisions made by the Board. The first, whether or not the individual is guilty, presents few difficulties. No one is convicted on purely circumstantial evidence, and certainly not upon his attitude toward the board or upon the personal feelings of any board member toward him.

The second decision is more difficult to define; it concerns what action the BOC feels will be of greater benefit to the individual concerned. The basic principles of the Honor System are simple and quite easy to understand.

In deciding what shall be done in a particular case, it is always the board’s desire to do everything possible to enable the individual to live under these principles while at Tech. It is not a question of punishment but of correction and education.

It has been asserted that Caltech students are not “mature” enough to deal effectively with the problems which confront the BOC. This we deny. It will not be charged, we feel, that Techmen do not possess the individual concern for social problems. As far as social maturity is concerned, we fail to see that this has a direct bearing upon this matter.

We have also failed to note, in our experience with Caltech students, any signs of such intense emotional instability as the writers of the article in question believe exist.

We refer them to the comments of Dr. Carl Rogers, whose opinion is that Techmen are at least as “emotionally mature” as any other group with which he has had contact. We ask them to convince us that this is not true.

It has been charged that elections tend to become popularity contests, hence the most able may be not often chosen. To the degree that this is true, it is certainly a most unfortunate situation.

We hope that the writers of this week’s article, as well as the other students, will join us in attempting to obtain the best qualified men on the Board of Control at all times. The charge that many of their fellow students are more concerned with “power” and position on the BOC than with rendering a fair decision is, to say the least, a serious and quite unsupported indictment. We prefer to leave such emotional arguments out of this discussion.

There is an obvious difficulty which faces any member of the BOC in attempting to explain BOC actions to a non-member. The necessity of absolute secrecy concerning a case proceeding can be well understood if one puts himself in the place of a suspected violator.

The board has long been convinced that the decisions of the BOC are not to be charged, we feel, that Techmen are not emotionaly maladjusted, hence requiring special assistance.

It is my opinion — and this is a point of view shared by most of those who were instrumental in obtaining the present staff member — that this contention is a distortion of the scope and purpose of psychology.

A psychologist is not a personal adjustment counselor or a specialist in guidance; he is a trained specialist in helping those faced with a mental illness of some type.

We feel that we are in need of an army of psychologists to assist the student body in meeting their problems of adjustment, which, after some discussion, was adopted. This particular recommendation was that a clinical psychologist be added to the staff at the Health Center, for the purpose of providing professional assistance to those students with psychological difficulties of a moderately serious nature.

Recently it has been suggested that the psychological staff be increased to two or even to three men; the contention has been that students at Tech are extraordinarily maladjusted, hence requiring more that their normal share of special assistance. It is my opinion — and this is a point of view shared by most of those who were instrumental in obtaining the present staff member — that this contention is a distortion of the scope and purpose of psychology.

A psychologist is not a personal adjustment counselor or a specialist in guidance; he is a trained specialist in helping those faced with a mental illness of some type.

We feel that we are in need of an army of psychologists to assist the student body in meeting their problems of adjustment, which, after some discussion, was adopted. This particular recommendation was that a clinical psychologist be added to the staff at the Health Center, for the purpose of providing professional assistance to those students with psychological difficulties of a moderately serious nature.

It is my opinion — and this is a point of view shared by most of those who were instrumental in obtaining the present staff member — that this contention is a distortion of the scope and purpose of psychology.

A psychologist is not a personal adjustment counselor or a specialist in guidance; he is a trained specialist in helping those faced with a mental illness of some type.
Let me see, now... Efron took care of all the girls, schools, and even some of the boys; Griffin, on the other hand, decided that Efron gets the alumni, and this week...

Where is it all going to come from next year? The importance of writing humor on campus can be exaggerated or completely forgotten. The now non-existent other publication on campus tries vainly to match the calib er of California Tech biting wit, but...

No discouragement meant. The point here is to encourage. Caltech is in need of writers. A clear distinction must be made between the Little K and the main campus humor. The humor, the big defect in level of writing of the Little K was that public was not so much involved in what was written on paper. Written sarcasm can be much more profound and profound sarcasm is not the sort, or "Gor" as the maroons would call it. Yes, there is room for The Little K, and only for practice to accomplish the end. It's already a step in the right direction. Interviews may not be bad for practice to accomplish the end. It's already a step in the right direction.

Dear Mr. Efron,

Gee, I sure enjoyed your article in E.K.S. I was kind of discouraged because I'm pitted to a schlump girl, but you'll be glad to know that I took your implicit advice and haven't called her since I read the article.

Some of my friends tried to fix me up with Miss Californi a, but I hurriedly found out at the last minute that she's a PCC graduate, so I flatly rejected their trap. As for her, I'm actually looking forward to knowing her better. You really saved me there. She claimed to be an Existentialist and crawled all over me for the three most try ing hours of my life. I have never seen a girl put on an act so forcefully, but thanks to you, I was not taken in. She was obviously trying to convert me to the Oxy brand of Billy Graham religion. Am I lucky, boy, if I weren't for you, Mr. Efron, I might be in real trouble.

The rest of the Allen family was its naturalness. Her accent was its naturalness. Her speaking clearly, he stooped forward, and only for practice to accomplish the end. It's already a step in the right direction. Interviews may not be bad for practice to accomplish the end. It's already a step in the right direction. Interviews may not be bad for practice to accomplish the end. It's already a step in the right direction. Interviews may not be bad for practice to accomplish the end. It's already a step in the right direction.

We first, need writers on the California Tech. The only college newspaper that makes you a campus hero over night. Imagine the adulation of the students body. Where's the thoughtful, which stood amidst the fast-rising concrete! Gone, financially, helpless in the clutches of the editors—incompetents all.

Next, we need a steady staff, using the facilities of Engineering and Science, to put out a humor mag. I'm sure that the best...
Horseshiders Smash Pomona For Twin Win, 8-6, ?-?

Winless in conference play since their opener, the Caltech baseball team, in a pair of close league contests from Pomona, Saturday, to up their loop record to 1-0.

Late-inning rallies nullified each game. In the 86 opener, the Beavers scored five runs in the first two innings, but Pomona rallied in the fourth to tie the game. In the second game, Pomona scored four runs in the sixth inning to lead, 6-3, and Caltech took the title when Pomona scored one run in the ninth inning to win, 6-4.

In the final game, Walsh, the league’s leading hitter for two seasons, again provided the heroes. With the game tied, Walsh singles in the 11th inning to hold a 1-0 lead and soon scored on the winning run on Stenbit’s single. Walsh boosted his league-leading average to a sparkling .389 with 14 hits in 28 at-bats.

Buz Merrill, scoring a .355 batting average, took another single victory in hurling a five-hit performance, and Ganny Tounse’s disqualification in the low hur-}

Dabney Edges Fleming To Win Football Title

Dabney’s elephantine footballers won the Interhouse football crown by edging Fleming, 86. The win gave Caltech an outstanding 10-6 record for the season.

In every game they player Dabney dominated the superior team. They scored 88 points in their four games, while holding their opponents to 20.

The story may be different next year, however, Dabney will lose through graduation the services of John Munson, Marty Carnoy, John Cooper, John Bard, and Dave Bailey. Whether underclassmen Larry Brown, Dean Gerber, and Dave Oles can fill the gap remains to be seen.

In a game played last Monday Dabney squelched past Throck, 14:13. The final standings for the year were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dabney</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicketz</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleming</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacker</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throck</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Girls Defended

(Continued from page 3) at least two YMCA-sponsored events: the one-ayear Astorlan conference, and the Scripps conference. Another on

CORSAGES
FOR THE PROM

Joneret’s FLORIST SPECIAL RATES TO TECH MEN
600 South Lake Avenue
Sycamore 3-7117

Drop Sunshine Cosmetics Tobacco
CALIFORNIA RECKALL PHARMACY
555 S. Lake ST 2-3156
Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Twins Win

Caltech’s varsity track team was edged out by a half point by Pasadena City College last week, 62-54 to 62. The Caltech frosh finished third in the triangular practice meet, scoring 215 points.

The Beavers did very well considering Jim Klet’s absence in the spraints due to a muscle cramp suffered in the interclass meet, the failure of the pole vaulters and the discus throwers to approach best season performances, and Ganny Tounse’s disqualification in the low hur-}
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Dabney’s basketball team, although unsuccessful in league play, made the conference. Another on
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Caltech’s varsity track team was edged out by a half point by Pasadena City College last week, 62-54 to 62. The Caltech frosh finished third in the triangular practice meet, scoring 215 points.

The Beavers did very well considering Jim Klet’s absence in the spraints due to a muscle cramp suffered in the interclass meet, the failure of the pole vaulters and the discus throwers to approach best season performances, and Ganny Tounse’s disqualification in the low hur-
The Tech delegations to the Morehouse and Student convocations, held last Friday and Saturday, bated 200 for President's nominating. The 'Tech Democrats' nominee, Adal Steinmy, won nomination on the third ballot, but the Republic- nian nominee, Henry Luke, was never on the ballot. Richard Nixon was on the second ballot.

At the Democratic convention, held at L.A. State College, the Tech delegation put on the longest and loudest demonstration of the day in support of their nominee. Stevenson. Steve Lum- nor wrote a campaign song for Stevenson, which was sung with the 4th movement from Beetho- ven's 4th Symphony.

The Democrat delegation nomi- nated Stuart Symington for Vice-President, but John Kennedy won nomination on the first ballot.

The Tech delegation's section of the Democrat platform was accepted as written by the plat- form committee, but because of a lack of time the convention adjourned before adopting a platform.

At the Republican convention, held at Occidental, Jack Mc- Neal made the nominating speech for Henry Luke. He said, in part, "In these troubled times, you want a man who is not just an egghead, an objective thinker. You want a man who can give you the truth, they want, the truth they are willing to pay for — Time Magazine's brand of truth."

BOC Defended

(Continued from page 2)

serious of the need for a better rapport between itself and the Student Body. This was the occasion of the open meetings, which failed because, in their desire to protect previous stu- dents, board members found them- selves unable to give satisfactory answers to many of the questions asked.

The fluency of the BOC mem- bers in a public performance- type meeting will not, we hope, be used as an index of their ability in a case proceeding. Natur- ally, those members most ac- customed to public speaking would tend to dominate In such a situation.

The exhibition problem is one that is still without solution. This is regrettable, but it is hardly a fair ground for censure of BOC members' conduct.

It has been charged that BOC meetings are controlled by two or three members, and that the others "contributing nothing but their votes." The writers of the articles are not clear concerning the source of this information, attributing it to certain unnamed past board members.

In our opinion, this charge is a unjustified generalization from insufficient information. It has been our experience that most BOC members do make valuable contributions to meetings, and that those who do not are in a small minority.

We believe that the Honor System works and that the BOC system provides the most satisfac- tory means of implementing whatever enforcement is neces- sary. We would like to reiter- ate, however, our feeling that constructive criticism of the Honor System is at all times both necessary and beneficial.

Play Review

(Continued from page 4)

Stu God's portrayal of preach- er Huggler suffered from an elu- sive accent and a certain lack of conviction on his part, but he led the climatic revival meeting with good spirit and sure control of timing and dramatic develop- ment of the scene. Pete Lipp- man has already been praised for his scenes with John, we should add that he did a wonder- ful job of appearing to be the strongest man on the stage.

Space prevents me from treat- ing the townpeople in detail, but we should note the spontane- ousness of their group response and the convincing way each player's part. Particularly fine performances were turned in by Bob Goldstein, Sue Here- ford, Mildy Fuss, and John Cooper.

LETTER SWEATER MEAS- UREMENTS THIS EVENING

Measurements are being taken for letterman's jackets this eve- ning in the Bixlera Lounge. Measuring will continue from 7 p.m. until all who are present have been measured. Those who may be in line for a letter are advised to be on time.

BIG T EDITORSHIP REMAINS OPEN

Applications for Editor of the

Seniors, Juniors
Slate Semi-Formal
From Friday Night

The annual Junior-Senior Prom will be this Friday night in the Huntington-Sheraton Hotel in Pasadena. The dance starts at 8:30 p.m. Dress is semi-formal — corsages nice but not required. Bids are free from house repre- sentatives.

DON'T LET THE MONTH OF JUNE COME TOO SOON

June may mark the start of a career of rapid advancement for you with IBM. We need ambitious college graduates, with good scholastic records, for careers in direct and indirect marketing, applied science, programming, systems, and other areas. We've been expanding rapidly...and we promote from within.

Whether you're majoring in engineering, science, math, business administration, or liberal arts, you should know about IBM and what we have to offer.

Announcements

BIG 2 are still open. Names should be submitted to John Golden, Dabney.

MESSAGES SENT FREE

ACROSS U.S.

At no cost to you, the Tech Amateur Radio Club will send your short message anywhere in the nation by amateur radio network. Drop it in the X-box, Blacker or Lower Throop. Messages are gladly accepted regardless of significance of con- tent.

FRESHERS SCHEDULE CLASS BEACH PARTY

A fresh class beach party is being planned for the week end after Lost Weekend. More de- tails soon.

STATE

770 E. Colorado, Pasadena
SY 2-7139

"LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING"

William Holden
Jennifer Jones
"DAVID AND BATHSHEBA"
Gregory Peck